
INT. DEA OFFICE ORLANDO - EVENING

AGENT DRAKE is on the phone and his partner AGENT MENDEZ is 
typing on the computer. Sergeant Stoudemire and SERGEANT 
MITCHELL walk into the frame having a conversation about the 
bust this morning.

SERGEANT MITCHELL
How did the raid go this morning?

SPECIAL AGENT STOUDAMIRE
It didn’t go as planned. We got 
J-rock into custody but we were not 
able to secure any drugs or money. 
He is being interrogated right now 
in holding as we speak. Hopefully, 
we can get something out of him 
that’s useful so we can get to the 
head boss.

SERGEANT MITCHELL
OK, good job! Let’s see if we can 
get something out of him that’s 
useful. Keep up the good work.

SPECIAL AGENT STOUDEMIRE WALKS BY AGENT DRAKE AND MENDEZ AND 
CALLS THEM INTO HIS OFFICE.

SPECIAL AGENT STOUDAMIRE
Hey you two in my office now!

They both get up and head into the office. AGENT MENDEZ is 
looking at Drake like you’re about to get in trouble.

AGENT DRAKE
Hey boss, you wanted to see us.

SPECIAL AGENT STOUDAMIRE
Yes, shut the door behind you. So, 
tell me how in the hell did we not 
get this right today? You guys have 
been tailing this guy for weeks 
now. 

AGENT MENDEZ
Sir, I don’t know how that 
happened. This is the house we see 
him go to mostly everyday.

AGENT DRAKE
We overheard some conversation 
about a drug shipment coming in and 
we thought today was the day. 
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SERGEANT MITCHELL
His lawyer came to get him. Someone 
from higher up pulled some strings 
and we have to let him go. We don’t 
have any real evidence on him. 

J-ROC
I told you! You mother fuckers 
didn’t have anything on me.

SERGEANT MITCHELL is furious now, he tells Mendez to do 
whatever he needs to do to get them something that will 
stick.

SERGEANT MITCHELL
Shit! You and Drake better find me 
something to stick or else you two 
are going to be shining boots in 
the fucking back office the rest of 
your days here!

SERGEANT MITCHELL walks away back into his office. AGENT 
MENDEZ walks towards his desk as AGENT DRAKE comes back into 
the scene asking Mendez what happened.

AGENT DRAKE
Hey what’s going on? Why is Captain 
pissed off like that?

AGENT MENDEZ
We had to let J-rock go. Someone 
from higher up pulled some strings 
and he’s out of here. As you can 
see, captain is pissed off. So we 
need to hurry up and find something 
to close this case or, we’re going 
to be fucked!

End of Scene

INT. SAK PASE LOUNGE - EVENING

Dominic aka DJ and Desiree are sitting at their dinner table, 
and their waiter comes by and asks them what they will drink 
for the night.

SAK PASE WAITRESS
Can I get you guys started with 
something to drink this evening?

DESIREE
Yes, actually, I'll have a glass of 
Pinot noir.
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